
SOLAR ECLIPSE VIEWING GUIDE: August 21, 2017

A Once-in-a-Lifetime Celestial Event!
On Monday, August 21, the United States will experience a  
total solar eclipse for the first time since February 1979. Along  
a 70-mile-wide path from Oregon to South Carolina, the Moon 
will completely block the Sun from view, turning day into deep  
twilight. Outside of this path, a partial eclipse will be seen,  
in which only part of the Sun’s disk is blocked. 

Solar eclipses were widely feared in ancient cultures, but there  
is nothing to be afraid of if you follow the safety tips on this page.

If you travel to see totality, get as close to the center of the  
track as possible for the longest total eclipse (up to 2 minutes,  
40 seconds in Illinois and Missouri). 

The next total solar eclipse for the US will occur on  
April 8, 2024 on a path from Texas to Maine.

IMPORTANT SAFETY TIPS
•  NEVER look at the Sun when any portion of its 

bright disk is visible, with or without a telescope, 
without proper eye protection—or permanent  
loss of vision will result!

•  Only use approved eclipse glasses or solar filters; 
materials such as sunglasses, photographic film,  
polarizing filters, or aluminized plastic are unsafe  
for solar viewing.

•  Use a solar filter that mounts snugly on the large 
end of a telescope, not at the eyepiece where it can 
crack under the intense heat.

•  A safe way of using a telescope, especially for group 
viewing, is the projection method shown on the  
reverse (or a special solar telescope).

•  Do not use ordinary binoculars; there is no way to 
safely install a filter on them.

•   New England will not experience totality; therefore, 
these safety precautions must be strictly observed 
at all times.

For information on the Charles Hayden Planetarium: 617-723-2500, mos.org

Visit the Museum’s special web page at  
mos.org/eclipse. 
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About the Charles Hayden Planetarium
Since 1958, the Charles Hayden Planetarium has been immersing  
Museum visitors in the wonders of the cosmos, allowing them  
to explore the far reaches of the expanding universe. Serving  
over 200,000 guests annually, the Planetarium remains not only  
a cornerstone of the Museum but also a landmark of Boston  
and beyond.

Planetariums in North America, South America, Europe, Asia, and  
Australia have all hosted our shows, which have been translated into 
languages as varied as French and Azeri. Recently the Planetarium 
has become a pioneer in distinctive evening offerings, which have 
brought musicians, improv comedians, and storytellers, among  
others, to perform under the dome.

What Causes a Solar Eclipse?
The Sun, Moon, and Earth must align perfectly so that 
the Moon casts its shadow on a portion of the Earth. 
Normally, this alignment is not exact, so we do not have 
eclipses at every new or full moon.

What Can We See in New England?
The Moon will not completely block the Sun in  
our area, so there will not be much visible effect  
on daylight levels. See how the Sun will look at  
various times, in the image to the right.
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Projection method for safe viewing

Eclipse viewing times in New England:

1:30 1:55 2:20 2:45 3:10 3:45 4:00


